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SUMMARY

The Bigger Picture

Existing all-solid-state Li-metal batteries suffer attacks by the
chemically aggressive and mechanically stressful Li metal. Li metal
is a soft crystal and may exhibit either displacive or diffusive deformation. Here, we describe a class of all-solid-state Li-metal batteries enabled by 3D porous Li-metal hosts made of electrochemically stable mixed Li-ion and electronic conductor (MIEC) and
electronic and Li-ion insulators (ELI). Within 3D open porous
MIEC/ELI structure, Li metal advances and retracts via interfacial
diffusional creep as an ‘‘incompressible working fluid’’ with fast
stress relaxation and minimal contact with a solid electrolyte
(SE), thereby significantly improving the electrochemomechanical
stability. In situ transmission electron microscopy corroborated
with thermodynamic analyses offers design principles in materials,
sizes, and interfaces of the 3D porous MIEC/ELI structures, which
are applicable to other alkali-metal batteries. The successful construction of a creep-enabled battery engine opens a new avenue
toward high-density, electrochemically and mechanically robust
all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.

Challenges and opportunities:

INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing demand for safe and dense energy storage with particular applications to electric vehicles and power grids has shifted the scientific research from
organic liquid electrolyte based Li-ion batteries (LIBs) toward all-solid-state batteries.1 Among all the anode substitutes for LIBs, Li metal is the most attractive candidate due to its very low electrochemical potential and very high theoretical specific
capacity. In addition to the enhanced energy density,2 a major advantage of allsolid-state Li-metal battery is the potential increase in safety by avoiding the use
of volatile and flammable liquid electrolytes.3 Considering that Li metal is a soft crystal, the all-solid construction also holds the potential for suppressing Li-dendrite formation, thereby increasing the cycling life.4 Furthermore, recent success in the
development of solid electrolytes (SEs) with ionic conductivities comparable with
that of the liquid electrolytes makes high-power-density all-solid-state Li-metal batteries possible.5

 Existing all-solid-state Li-metal
battery suffers a series of attacks
by the chemically aggressive
and mechanically stressful Li
metal, which significantly limits
the cycle life of the Li-metal
batteries
 All-solid-state Li-metal battery
engine featuring a 3D porous Limetal host is constructed, which
can activate the diffusional
creep of Li metal for fast stress
relaxation on the one hand and
suppress the corrosive reactions
for improved electrochemical
stability on the other
 These findings resolve the
entangled electrochemical and
mechanical instabilities and
open a new design paradigm
for electrochemically friendly
and mechanically robust allsolid-state batteries with
superior energy density and
long cyclability

Despite the great potential and significant progress in all-solid-state Li-metal batteries, several entangled challenges remain, preventing Li-metal batteries from
becoming a viable technology: Li metal is a solid, yet it is required to change shape
and grow over a long range without generating much local stress during Li deposition and stripping; Li metal is both chemically corrosive and mechanically stressful to
surrounding solid components, yet the deforming Li metal needs to maintain uninterrupted electronic and ionic contacts with the SE and current collector (M), respectively. These scientific challenges are further detailed below.
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Fracture of Solid Electrolytes by Dendrite Penetration
Li-metal deposition requires extra volume around the deposition sites, which can, in
principle, generate large mechanical stress driven by a small overpotential according to the Nernst equation. The electrochemically generated mechanical stresses
will then be transmitted to surrounding solid components that can crack the SEs
and lead to Li-metal penetration through the SEs (Figure 1A),6 and subsequently
shorting the battery. Based on the linear elasticity theory, Monroe and Newman predicted that morphological instability of a flat Li/SE interface can be mechanically
suppressed provided that the shear modulus of the SEs is over two times higher
than that of the Li metal.7 However, contrary to this prediction, it was found that Li
dendrites can still grow into stiff SEs (e.g., Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO))8–13 even though
the shear modulus of LLZO (60 GPa14) is one order of magnitude higher than
that of Li metal (1.6 GPa15). The Monroe-Newman theory7 failed because it assumes perfect, defect-free SE that is chemically stable (phase stable) against LiBCC
and purely elastic Li metal. In reality, preexisting flaws are inevitable in SEs, and
these defects are favorite sites for Li plating. Under the applied overpotential, the
displacive Li deposition into the defects generates large stress, which may drive
the formation of Griffith cracks. Continuous Li deposition into the crack is kinetically
favored, forming Li dendrite on the one hand and wedging Griffith crack propagation on the other, along either grain boundaries or intragranular pathways.8 Noticeably, stress relaxation through dislocation-mediated plasticity (yielding) is not effective since plastic yielding can only be activated at a very high stress level for smallscale metals.16 Diffusion mediated creep is a more favored pathway for stress relaxation, which has been demonstrated for nanoscale Ag at room temperature.17,18 The
electrochemically induced mechanical stress, if not relaxed quickly, could fracture
the SEs. Thus, stress relaxation is the first priority if one wants to prevent shorting
of the battery and thermal runaway hazards.
Electrochemical Stability at the Interface
Li metal is chemically corrosive. Almost all SEs of high Li-ion conductivities are thermodynamically prone to decomposition against Li metal.19 This is in itself not a fatal
issue provided that the formed solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) is stable (indeed,
this is how the graphite anode in conventional LIB works). The main problem is
how to keep the SEI stably in contact with the moving/expanding/shrinking Li metal
without falling off. During electrochemical cycling, mechanical agitation concomitant with the morphological changes may spall the solid SEI off from the SEs into
debris. This would cause continuous consumption of active Li and uncontrollable
SEI growth on the one hand and blockage of the electronic percolation pathway
on the other due to the electronically insulating SEI debris (Figure 1A).
Maintaining Contact with Moving Li Metal
Despite that Li metal is both chemically corrosive and mechanically stressful, the
moving Li metal must maintain constant electronic and ionic contact with the current
collector and the SE, respectively. In liquid cells, the fluidity of liquid electrolytes endows continuous ionic paths. Whereas in all-solid-state batteries, maintaining contact between the SEs and the moving Li metal, with both being solids, becomes a
significant challenge. For two-dimensional (2D) Li-foil anodes, the relative volumetric change during Li deposition and stripping is virtually infinite (from zero to
finite), surpassing any other anodes including Si (300% volume increase). Although
a 2D Li metal foil can start out fully dense and cohesive to the SEs, it is unrealistic
to expect that the SEs can accommodate such a drastic morphological change by
following the moving Li metal for a distance of tens of microns without fracture or
interfacial delamination (Figure 1A).20–23 Indeed, the loss of interfacial adhesion
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Figure 1. Schematic of Designs and Problems of Battery
(A) Current problems for the solid-state lithium-metal battery.
(B) Designs and solutions provided by the design of the creep-enabled 3D solid-state lithium-metal
battery.
(C) The architecture of creep-enabled 3D solid-state lithium-metal battery, in comparison with the
traditional solid-state lithium-metal battery with the layered ‘‘sandwich’’ architecture.

has been frequently observed experimentally,24–26 and identified as one of the major concerns for the capacity decay of all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.
These challenges have been extremized in the development of the all-solid-state
rechargeable Li-metal batteries with the traditional 2D sandwich architecture (Figure 1C).
The current strategy for solving these problems centers on improving the performance
of SEs, such as through increasing the ductility of the SEs, chemical doping, surface defects reduction, etc.27–29 This strategy, however, can only partially solve the issues from a
phase stability and theoretical mechanics perspective. In this paper, we review a
promising design strategy for the battery engine in which Li metal is engineered as a
‘‘creeping fluid,’’ just as the working fluid in mechanical engines.16,30–33 Distinct from
the previous constructions focusing on the SEs, the creeping Li metal in the battery engine is in minimal contact with SEs, but mainly with the 3D host made of mixed Li-ion and
electronic conductor (MIEC) and electronic and Li-ion insulators (ELI) that are thermodynamically stable in direct contact with Li metal (Figure 1C). If confined in the diffusive
creep regime, Li metal in the battery engine can advance and retract without causing
much stress, while the MIEC/ELI mediated interfaces direct robust electronic and ionic
pathways as well as cut-offs for Li deposition and stripping. To construct such a chemically and mechanically durable battery engine, we explore material innovation, geometrical design, and interfacial engineering of the MIEC/ELI host. Such a 3D porous architecture resolves the coupled electrochemomechanical instabilities and shows great
potential to enable the practical applications of all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.

MATERIALS AND ARCHITECTURES
A novel concept to combat the electrochemomechanical instabilities is to construct
a 3D stable Li-metal host with suppressed corrosive reactions and fast stress
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relaxations. While many host materials have been attempted, it has been demonstrated that the MIEC/ELI host in a 3D tubular, or more generally, open porous
nano-architecture exhibits superior performance. These two additional classes of
materials, along with the classical battery components, SEs (electron insulator but
Li-ion conductor) and metals (electron conductor but Li-ion insulator), constitute a
complete material space in terms of the electronic/ionic/atomic transport properties. Such an expanded library of materials enables the construction of various interfaces required in the battery engine for directing electronic, ionic, and atomic flows
with minimal mechanical stress and moving contact.
The MIEC chosen should be electrochemically stable against the Li metal. This means
that MIEC sits on a direct tie-line with LiBCC phase in the bulk equilibrium phase diagram
without any intervening phases (Figure 2C). To maintain ‘‘staying on’’ the LiBCC-MIEC tieline during electrochemical cycling, the cut-off voltage should be kept below the plateau
voltage for Li extraction from the MIEC material itself. That is, if the particular MIEC is a
lithiated end-member phase in contact with LiBCC on the phase diagram, the absolute
anode potential should be kept below a threshold potential that would cause delithiation of this end-member phase. By judiciously choosing the cycling voltage cutoff, the
MIEC phase can thus stay dimensional unchanging and phase stable during electrochemical cycling. The same phase stability and voltage cutoff selection criterion holds
for ELI binders that mechanically bind the MIEC with SE.
We believe nanoporous MIEC is essential for alleviating stress generation during Li
deposition. In a 3D tubular, or more generally, open porous architecture (Figure 1C),
the porous channels function as electrochemically stable ‘‘rails’’ that guide the Limetal flow. The reserved pore spaces in tubules can help relax the accumulated
mechanical stresses during Li deposition. As Li deposition may occur not only at
the SE/LiBCC interface but also the MIEC/LiBCC interface, the displacive deformations
that agitate the spallation of SEIs and drives SE cracking are alleviated. Meanwhile,
diffusive motion of neutralized Li atoms (after the charge-transfer reaction Li+(SE) +
e–(M,MIEC) = Li) along the MIEC/LiBCC interface can be activated for fast stress relaxation (see Mechanisms). Taken together, the use of open porous MIEC can help suppress dendrite penetrations and Griffith crack extension across the SEs (Figure 1B)
and reduce mechanical agitation of the SEIs formed at the SE/LiBCC interface.
The use of MIEC also minimizes the corrosive effect of Li metal. As the MIEC pores
guide the flow of Li metal in the third dimension, they ensure that most of the moving
LiBCC are in contact with the MIEC walls, instead of the SE, as in the classical solidstate battery setting. Since the MIEC is selected to be thermodynamically stable
against the Li metal, Li deposition/stripping can, thus, cycle without producing
any SEI at the LiBCC/MIEC interface, a major factor that often leads to capacity
loss and performance degradation in hostless Li-metal batteries (Figure 1B). It
should be noted that SEI still forms at the SE/LiBCC interface. However, since the
MIEC wall warrants smooth Li-ion and electron transport, any fractured or spalling
SEI debris inside the tubule cannot cut off the Li-ion and electron percolation to
generate dead Li, as shown in the schematic (Figure 2A).
To enhance mechanical stability, MIEC needs to be firmly rooted into the SE. If MIEC
nakedly interfaces the SE, neutralized Li would flood toward the fixed MIEC root, causing
MIEC/SE interfacial decohesion as LiBCC formed at the interface is very soft. To address
this ‘‘soft root’’ problem, a layer of lithiophobic ELI can be terminally coated onto the
MIEC. The ELI layer functions as an inert ‘‘mechanical binder’’ between the MIEC wall
and the SE. The MIEC/ELI interface and the ELI/SE interface (together they replace
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Figure 2. The Advantage of MIEC and Mechanism of Lithiophilicity
(A) The spalling SEI debris inside the tubule cannot cut off the Li-ion and electronic percolation to
generate dead lithium.
(B) The ELI material works as an ‘‘inert’’ binder between SE and MIEC walls to prevent dendrite
formation and penetration at MIEC roots.
(C) MIECs of LiC 6 , Li 22 Si5 , and Li9 Al4 have a direct tie-line to the Li BCC phase on the equilibrium
phase diagram without intervening phases so that they are electrochemically stable against Li
metal.
(D) The ZnO x /Li2 O layer on MIEC surface helps to induce a strong lithiophilicity, as confirmed by the
in situ TEM observation of the complete wetting of Li along the surface. Reprinted with permission
from Chen et al. 30 Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

the MIEC/SE interface) must both have strong adhesion strength at room temperature
such that the MIEC is rooted firmly into the SE all the time during electrochemical
cycling. Materials like BeO and SrF2, which have a large band gap (>4.0 eV) and are thermodynamically stable against LiBCC, belong to ELIs (Pei, K. and Li, J., unpublished data).
Materials that have a poor ionic conductivity and are electronic insulators can also be
approximated as ELIs (e.g., LiPON with lower Li-ion conductivity in some cases30). As
the ELI electronically and ionically separates the MIEC wall from the SE, the presence
of the ELI layer inhibits nucleation and segregation of soft LiBCC at the root of MIEC,
thereby maintaining strong root adhesion between them and suppressing the interfacial
corrosive decohesion between the MIEC root and SE layer (Figure 2B).

MECHANISMS
To understand the underlying mechanisms as to how MIEC alleviates the stress and
corrosive effects, in situ TEM characterizations have been performed using lithiated
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Figure 3. The Mechanism of Li Deposition and Stripping
(A) Schematic for the mechanism of Coble creep that transports via interfacial diffusion along the
MIEC/LiBCC incoherent interface. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. 30 Copyright 2020
Springer Nature.
(B) Schematic of the deformation mechanism map.
(C) TEM images of the Li-metal deposition inside the carbon tubule as a single crystal. Reprinted
with permission from Chen et al. 30 Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

carbon tubules (with a diameter smaller than 200 nm) as the MIEC.30 Several important observations are highlighted below.
(1) The Li metal can advance and retract inside 3D MIEC channels as a single crystal (Figure 3C) with the body-centered cubic (BCC) atomic structure.
(2) The MIEC tubules allow reversible LiBCC metal deposition/stripping inside
across a distance of many microns for 100 cycles, while maintaining excellent
structural integrity. The moving Li metal always maintains contact with the
MIEC walls, and no dead Li was observed.
(3) LiBCC can continue to plate/strip inside MIEC tubules filled with obstacles or
partial obstructions. Moreover, Li stripping can still proceed in the presence
of a void plug between the residual Li metal and the SE, suggesting that Li is
extracted through the MIEC wall or surface.
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From a theoretical mechanics perspective,17,33,34,35 the ‘‘liquid-like’’ behavior of
crystalline solids, as observed for the Li metal, can be referenced to the definition
of the diffusional viscosity of solid by Herring.36 Viscosity was a terminology reserved
for describing the proportionality between stress and strain rate for Newtonian
fluids. However, if diffusive mass action in a solid is significant compared with displacive deformation, the solid may change its shape much like a viscous fluid. Li metal at
room temperature has a homologous temperature of T/TM = 0.66. Hence, Li metal
should exhibit appreciable diffusional creep and be considered as viscous in the
low-stress limit.The LiBCC may function as an ‘‘incompressible working fluid’’ that
flows inside the MIEC tubules, driven by the overpotential and the mechanical pressure gradient.
Several creep mechanisms exist for metals. The creep strain rate ε_ (T,s) of Li metal
could possibly be driven by the dislocation creep (power-law creep) or diffusional
creep (linear creep), according to the deformation mechanism map of metals (Figure 3B). If diffusional creep mechanisms, either the lattice-diffusional Nabarro-Herring creep or interfacial/surface-diffusional Coble creep, are operative, then ε_ (T,s)
f s, the viscosity h would depend on T and grain size, but not on s, and Li metal
would behave like a Newtonian fluid. On the other hand, if dislocation creep (power-law creep) is operative, then h f s1–n with n > 1, and Li metal would behave
like a shear-thinning, non-Newtonian fluid.
Among the competitions between interfacial diffusional Coble creep (n = 1), bulk
diffusional Nabarro-Herring creep (n = 1), and hybrid diffusive-displacive dislocation
creep (n = 3 to 10) mechanisms, the in situ TEM observations have excluded dislocation creep and bulk diffusional Nabarro-Herring creep in the Li-metal bulk as
the dominant mechanism. Dislocation creep is excluded by the observation of
continuous advance of LiBCC by overcoming partial obstructions inside the tubules
during deposition. Both dislocation creep and bulk diffusional Nabarro-Herring
creep are excluded by the observation of LiBCC stripping across a void region, since
both mechanisms necessitate the presence of bulk LiBCC to accommodate bulk diffusion or bulk dislocation slip. This follows that neutralized Li atoms transport either in
the MIEC wall or along the MIEC/LiBCC interface.
Quantitative calculations were carried out to confirm the dominant mechanism.37,38
For the diffusional creep, there are three possible Li diffusion pathways: (1) via the
MIEC wall of width 10 nm; (2) via the interface between an MIEC wall and LiBCC,
with the atomic width of dinterface (2 Å); and (3) via bulk LiBCC with width
100 nm. To understand the mechanism for more general MIEC materials, three
canonical MIECs—LiC6, Li22Si5, and Li9Al4 were considered. The calculations were
performed with the quantitative estimations of the Li conductivities using the
Nernst-Einstein equation for different paths and different MIEC materials. For all
the cases, the diffusion flux along the 2-Å incoherent interface between the MIEC
and the Li metal (path b) dominates over flux through the 10-nm MIEC wall or
through the 100-nm Li-metal bulk. In other words, Li transport along the MIEC is
dominated by the Coble creep along the 2-Å interfacial channel, as illustrated in Figure 3A. This realization greatly liberates the material choices available for the MIEC,
as long as it can form an incoherent interface with LiBCC.
Incidentally, based on our previous in situ TEM study,17 not only Li, but other metallic
elements like Ag could diffuse rapidly along dinterface 2 Å interfaces at room temperature, which could explain the behavior of nanoscale Ag in the open porous
MIEC buffer layer in a most recent advance in all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.39
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Figure 4. Schematic of the Li
Flow and the Pressure
Difference on Li Metal in the
MIEC Tubule (as Indicated by
the Contrast Gradient) during
Li-Metal Deposition Process

A lithiophilic MIEC wall facilitates Li wettability and diffusion. Many coatings present
good lithiophilicity;40–44 however, the mechanism is poorly understood.45 By in situ
TEM observations on the carbon tubules with ZnOx, it was revealed that a layer of
Li2O with several nanometers was formed on the MIEC surface during lithiation,
and the Li metal underwent a complete wetting to spread along the MIEC surface
during deposition. This illustrates that the oxide/Li2O layer as a strong lithiophilic
agent can facilitate the spreading of Li metal on the MIEC surface (Figure 2D).

THERMODYNAMIC MODEL
The 3D porous MIEC/ELI structure is combined with Li metal to form the anode of the
all-solid-state battery. Compared with the current 2D Li-foil anodes, the multiple
electrochemically engineered interfaces endow the creep-enabled 3D anode with
distinct kinetics of Li deposition and stripping. A general thermodynamic model
(Figure 4) is introduced here to outline the kinetics.
From the thermodynamic perspective, the chemical potential of Li atom in the LiBCC
phase depends on the local composition and stress state,46,47 as:
mLi ðxÞ = m0Li + kB T lngLi XLi ðxÞ + ULi,BCC PLi,BCC ðxÞ

(Equation 4.1)

where mLi0

is the chemical potential of a Li atom in a LiBCC perfect crystal at a pressurefree condition, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, gLi is the activity
coefficient of Li element, XLi is the mole fraction, ULi BCC is the Li atomic volume, and
PLi BCC(x) is the pressure on Li metal.
During Li deposition, Li-ions transport through the SE and are neutralized with electrons to form and deposit Li atoms at the SE/LiBCC interface (labeled as ‘‘SE/Li interface’’). The Li insertion at the SE/LiBCC interface requires extra volume and generates
high compressive stress therein. In contrast, on the free surface of LiBCC (labeled as
‘‘Li surface’’), the pressure is nearly zero. This establishes a pressure difference along
the tubule:
PLi BCC(SE/Li interface ) > PLi BCC(Li surface) = 0
This pressure difference corresponds to a difference in the chemical potential of
LiBCC:
mLi (SE/Li interface) > mLi (Li surface)
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Therefore, the Li atoms deposited at the SE/Li interface are driven to flow (i.e., creep)
from the SE/Li interface of high compressive stress toward the free surface with zero
stress. From this point of view, the terminology of ‘‘creep’’ used in this context should
be understood as a ‘‘diffusion and deposition’’ process. That is to say, the Li atoms
deposited at the SE/Li interface diffuse under the stress gradient (chemical-potential
gradient) and transport to the free surface with lower compressive stress.
The thermodynamic driving force for Li diffusion is the negative gradient of the
chemical potential, -VmLi. The pressure gradient contributes to the chemical potential, –ULi BCCVPLi BCC(x), and results in a shear stress along the MIEC/LiBCC interface
that drives the interfacial diffusion.
At the SE/Li interface, the neutralization charge-transfer reaction between the electrons with an overpotential of F and the Li-ions just across the SE can be written as
e ðfÞ + Li + ðSEÞ = LiBCC ðSE = Li interfaceÞ

(Equation 4.2)

From the balance of the chemical potential, we can obtain

mLi ðSE = Li interfaceÞ#  ef + mLi + ,ðSEÞ

(Equation 4.3)

From Equation 4.3, it is seen that if the applied overpotential is reversed at the SE/Li
interface, the ionization reaction of Li atoms and Li stripping may occur. During the
stripping process, a tensile stress (negative pressure) is generated and applied to Li
metal at the SE/Li interface as the Li atoms are ionized:
PLi BCC(SE/Li interface ) < PLi BCC(Li surface) = 0
Correspondingly, the chemical potential differs:
mLi (SE/Li interface) < mLi (Li surface)
This shows that the driving force turns to the opposite direction for Li stripping.
According to Fick’s first law,48 the Li atom flux JLi is driven by the chemical-potential
gradient,
JLi (x) = –MCLiPmLi (x)

(Equation 4.4)

where M is the mobility of the Li atom (M=D/kBT, and D is the diffusivity), and CLi is
the concentration of the Li atom.

CARBONACEOUS POROUS MIEC
To illustrate the design concept, a carbonaceous MIEC tubular structure at cm 3 cm
scale with open pores has been fabricated to test the electrochemical performance.27 According to the design principles, the MIEC tubules should comply
with the following scales: the length h = 10–100 mm to ensure capacity, the inner
diameter of tubules W100 nm to ensure Coble creep, and the tubule wall thickness
w10 nm to ensure mechanical robustness. Upon Li-metal plating in the 1st cycle,
the carbonaceous tubule wall is lithiated to form LiC6 as the MIEC, with a volume
expansion less than 10%.49 The MIEC wall remains stable against Li metal in the
following cycles.
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The cm 3 cm scale sample with the carbonaceous MIEC tubular architecture of the
above-specified dimensions was successfully constructed using 1010 parallel and
capped tubules (Figure 5C). For fabrication, first, chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
method was employed to deposit a uniform layer of carbon onto the inner surface
of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO). A layer of Pt was then deposited by sputtering
onto the bottom side of AAO as the current collector. The AAO was further etched
to produce the carbonaceous MIEC tubules, and a 1 nm-thick ZnO layer was deposited onto the surface of carbonaceous tubules by atomic layer deposition (ALD) to
enhance lithiophilicity.
The MIEC tubules were capped by a 50-mm-thick PEO-based/LiTFSI polymeric film
as the SE. A layer of 200-nm-thick LiPON was pre-deposited by the sputtering
method into the MIEC tubules. LiPON is approximated as an ELI on MIEC roots to
bind MIEC walls with the SE. Li-metal foil was used as the counter-electrode for
the half-cell test and LiFePO4 as a cathode for the full-cell test.
The performance was tested at 55 C. For the half-cell tests, a large amount of Li
metal can be cycled in the MIEC tubules with an areal capacity of 1.5 mAh cm–2
and a Coulombic efficiency (CE) of 97.12%. This corresponds to 9-mm-thick Li metal
deposited into the MIEC tubules, considering the matrix porosity of 80%. Furthermore, for the solid-state full cells with 1010 MIEC cylinders, starting with only 13
excess Li pre-deposited into the tubules, almost no capacity decay was observed
for over 50 cycles at 0.1 C, while an average nominal CE of 99.82% was reached.
The full-cell areal capacity was about 1 mAh cm–2, and a gravimetric capacity of
900 mAh g–1 was achieved for the anode. The battery can be further improved,
in view of the most recent advance.39 For example, the cyclability and CE can be
further improved by using the SE that is more compatible with Li metal to reduce
the possible side reactions.

GENERAL 3D POROUS MIEC ARCHITECTURES
The interfacial diffusion mechanism above supports a wide range of general 3D open
porous MIEC architectures. Discussions of the feasibilities are given below concerning the aspects of the MIEC and ELI materials, architectures, sizes, and the lithiophilic coatings (Figure 5A).
MIEC
MIEC materials can be synthesized by lithiating anode materials to below 0 V
versus Li+/Li. These include lithiated carbon (LiC6), silicon (Li22Si5), aluminum
(Li9Al4), etc., all of which are thermodynamically stable against Li metal. Considering that Li transport is dominated by the Coble creep along the MIEC/LiBCC
interface, materials with appreciable solubility of Li atoms, such as CuLix, can
also be regarded as MIEC. MIEC can even be expanded to bulk-immiscible metals
(such as Ni and W) that support some Li solubility at the phase boundary between
the metal and LiBCC.
ELI
Materials like BeO and SrF2, which are electronic and Li-ion insulating and thermodynamically stable against LiBCC, belong to ELIs. In other words, ELIs should have a
large band gap, sit on a direct tie-line with LiBCC phase in the equilibrium phase diagram without any intervening phases and with vanishing Li solubility. Based on
these criteria, ELI candidates can be screened from ab initio phase diagrams (Pei,
K. and Li, J., unpublished data).
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Figure 5. MIEC Architectures
(A) The schematic of the design details with respect to the MIEC materials, architectures, sizes, and
the lithiophilic coatings. The formulas of Lim A n, Lix B, and M represent lithiated phase of anodes
(LiC 6 , Li 22 Si5 , Li 9 Al 4 , etc.), random solid solution (CuLi x , etc.), and bulk-immiscible material to Li
metal (Ni, W, TiN, etc.), respectively.
(B) Dynamic process during the tensile deformation of a Sn HCP nanoligament of 200 nm size with
the final morphology of the ruptured Sn HCP nanoligament turning to the round-shape geometry,
implying a Coble creep dominant mechanism. Reprinted with permission from Tian et al. 35
Copyright 2013 Springer Nature.
(C) Examples of the carbonaceous MIEC tubular structure (left), Reprinted with permission from
Chen et al. 30 Copyright 2020 Springer Nature; Ni MIEC porous structure (middle), Reprinted with
permission from Li et al. 50 Copyright 2018 IOP Science; and a porous structure with Li-ion
conductors (right, Li 5 La 3 Nb 2 O12 garnet) as Li-metal host, Reprinted with permission from Yang
et al. 51 Copyright 2018 National Academy of Sciences.

3D Architecture
In addition to the tubular architecture, 3D porous architectures are also applicable as
long as the pores are open-ended, as the diffusive mechanism supports Li metal
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deposition/stripping in the presence of partial internal obstructions or obstacles. To
minimize the diffusion distance of Li atoms for increased power density and reduced
stress accumulation, porous MIEC hosts with tortuosity t near 1 are more desirable.
But as long as the pores are open end-to-end, with the required opening size < few
hundred nm, the concept can work.
Size
The thickness and the porosity of the porous structure determine the maximum available anode capacity. The wall thickness of the porous matrix should not be too thin
to ensure mechanical robustness and sustain the perturbation during deposition and
stripping. However, there is a critical size for the inner diameter of the porous structures, beyond which diffusional creep (Nabarro-Herring or Coble type) is no longer
the dominant mechanism. To estimate the critical size for the diffusional creep of Li
metal, we refer to a previous tensile experiment on SnHCP nano ligaments,35 since
SnHCP and LiBCC have a similar homologous temperature of T/TM  0.6. It was found
from the tensile deformation experiments that, when the size was increased from
around 200 to 450 nm, displacive plasticity replaces the diffusional creep as the
dominant deformation mechanism (Figure 5B). In situ TEM observation confirmed
that the Li deposition still proceeds for the MIEC tubule with a diameter of
200 nm. This suggests a critical size of 200 nm for Coble creep to occur, and
200–500 nm for Nabarro-Herring creep, for which the stress remains fairly low
while yielding a high current density. Above 500 nm, significant dislocation creep
(power-law creep) may occur, which is a hybrid diffusive-displacive mechanism. In
this case, the stress can rise up to a very high level, which may endanger the mechanical integrity of the all-solid-state battery.
Initial Lithiophilic Coating
Besides ZnOx, oxides like MnO2, Co3O4, and SnO2,44 and metals like Au, Ag, Zn, and
Mg52 can all present good lithiophilicity. Synthesis techniques, such as ALD, hydrothermal treatment, etc., can be applied to introduce the lithiophilic agents into the
3D porous MIEC structures.
The broad availability of the MIEC, ELI, and lithophilic coating materials offers flexible
choices for building the 3D porous host. Indeed, there have already been many 3D
porous structures fabricated and reported,51,53,54 though most of them are used for
the Li-metal batteries with liquid electrolytes. As another example50 for 3D porous
MIEC structures, as shown in Figure 5C, a nanoporous Ni film with an average pore width
of 100 nm can be fabricated and can be considered as a 3D porous MIEC structure. A
3D porous framework of Li-ion conductors as the Li-metal host (Figure 5C) has also been
reported.51 In such a case, the Li-metal deposition and stripping may still follow the
Coble creep mechanism. The material framework discussed above opens exciting opportunities for building high-performance all-solid-state batteries.

OUTLOOK
Li metal is both electrochemically aggressive and mechanically stressful. Interfacing
Li metal with other solid components has become a critical issue, roadblocking the
development of safe and high-energy-density all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.
These electrochemical and mechanical degradation mechanisms are intimately
coupled, making the construction of robust Li-metal anodes quite challenging,
both conceptually and practically.
To battle the electrochemomechanical degradations in Li-metal batteries, we have
introduced an expanded library of materials, each with its own distinct transport
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properties (M, SE, MIEC, and ELI), offering the complete repertoire for mitigating
electrochemomechanical degradation. A novel design concept, involving a 3D
open porous architecture made of MIEC and ELI as the Li-metal host, along with
Li metal and SE, constitute a complete framework for constructing the battery engine. Various interfaces within the engine can be tuned to simultaneously direct electronic, ionic, and atomic flows with minimized corrosive reactions and stress
generations.
When shifting from liquid electrolyte to all-solid-state cells, growth inherent to Li
deposition generates huge mechanical stress into the solid components, causing
interfacial decohesion, fracture of SE, and Li-dendrite penetration. In liquid cells,
such displacement is largely accommodated by the fluidity of the liquid electrolytes,
though stress-induced instabilities still occur at the SEI-LiBCC interface.54 In all-solidstate batteries, all the components are solid and displacive deformation appear to
be difficult to evade. Considering Li metal as a soft metal, we innovatively demonstrated that displacive deformation of LiBCC driven by high stress accumulation
can be suppressed and low-stress Li diffusion can be activated along the MIEC/Limetal interface with dinterface 2 Å. The resulting diffusional creep effectively
alleviates mechanical stress51,55 during Li deposition and stripping. This further
demonstrates the importance of interfacial engineering through both expanding
the materials classes (M, SE, MIEC, and ELI) exploited, and the selection of materials
(MIEC and ELI) that are absolutely thermodynamically phase stable against LiBCC in
the voltage range considered.
Though the present design concept is developed for Li-metal batteries, it is readily
applicable to the other alkali-metal battery systems. Indeed, reversible NaBCC deposition and stripping in MIEC tubules have been demonstrated by in situ TEM. In the
same spirit of engineering appropriate interfaces using the orthogonal transport
properties of materials, this design concept can be further extended to construct
the battery engines with liquid or gel electrolytes or other concomitant diffusing elements like Ag.39 As demonstrated in the 3D porous architecture, an essential
component of the design in this extension is to engineer the material interfaces
and selectively direct electronic, ionic, and atomic flows along the materials interfaces, thereby minimizing detrimental side reactions and creating effective stress
relaxation channels, for enhancing shape fluidity by nanostructuring.17,56
For the practical productions of creep-enabled 3D solid-state Li-metal batteries,
further optimizations on the full-cell level, including the cathode, SE, and anode,
are necessary. The high-capacity cathode like LiNi0.90Co0.05Mn0.05O2 (NMC) with a
large areal loading can be used to increase the cell energy density. Both sulfide
and oxide SEs5,29 with high Li-ion conductivities are suitable for the preparation of
cells with excellent rate capability. Sulfide SE is soft, and the MIEC/SE interfacial contact can be enhanced by simple mechanical pressing, but controlled chemical conditions are needed to prepare the environmentally sensitive sulfide SE. Garnet-type
oxide SE manifests better compatibility against Li metal. But oxide SE is mechanically brittle. Thus, mechanically compliant but thin polymer SE layer may be added
onto the brittle oxide SE layer via a method like dip coating, to enable the intimate
interfacial contact between SE and MIEC upon pressing. With further optimizations,39,57 the Li-free anode (i.e., porous MIEC matrix with zero Li-metal inventory)
can be achieved for the practical cell.39 The production of carbonaceous MIEC
porous structures on a large scale could also be achieved through an approach
like the thermal decompositions of 3D cross-linked copolymers or via a technique
like the multinozzle electrospinning57 to produce the porous matrix of carbon hollow
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tubules. With those practical low-cost and viable approaches for further optimizations, we estimate that a practical pouch cell of the creep-enabled 3D solid-state
Li-metal battery can attain a gravimetric energy density of over 500 Wh kg–1 and a
volumetric energy density over 800 Wh L–1.
Future development and optimization hinge upon expanding the material space and
refined interfacial engineering of the 3D open porous structure. For example, the
cycling stability can be further increased by identifying MIEC/ELI/SE combinations
to strengthen the MIEC/ELI and ELI/SE interfaces. In particular, a better lithiophobic
ELI can be used to protect the ELI/SE binding interfaces from decohesion by Li flooding, and a better lithiophilic coating onto the MIEC walls can be used to enhance Limetal infusion and diffusion. In addition to the material selection and interfacial engineering, dimensional and architecture designs, which can be further invoked to
minimize Li meal/SE interface for reduced SEI formation and maximally activate Li
atom diffusion through Coble creep, are also essential to improve the battery performance. Finally, innovative fabrication approaches are yet to be developed to scale
up the nanoscale design in a cost-effective manner.
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